FAQ’S
Welcome to Q-TRACK.
‘Data management & processing made easy’
Q-TRACK hopes that our FAQ’s helps you reduce resources, remove
wasted management time, cut hidden costs, improve efficiency and
safeguard your business.
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What can I do with Q-TRACK?
Q-TRACK recognises that all businesses have some form of data to process and manage,
which, generally sits outside or cannot be supported effectively by current systems or
software. Typically, this is resource and labour intensive, with elements of control risk. It
also means that the data is expensive and difficult to collate, with no little or no recourse to
using it efficiently.
This is why we created Q-TRACK, an extremely simple, cost effective, easy to use platform
(without need to work in IT or understand software).

‘Unlike any other, expensive form building or survey platforms.’
You can now easily create any type of online form, share it, track, collect and collate
response data.
With many templates available, the possibilities with Q-TRACK are endless.
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Here is how our customers use Q-TRACK:
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Action and review
Each form has the ability to input an action for review and then respond so that you can track the
end form results have been dealt with, applied or required action taken.

URL forward
Every form has the option to add a URL forward. Why not forward clients, to your web site
once they have completed your forms. Or use for table service link k, get your customers to
complete your COVID-19 request and only once complete can they review your menu and
order.
Embedded URL Websites
No more need to pay for extortionate fees for embedded website form designs and written
code, if you decide to make form/ contact form/ COVID-19/ H&S changes.

Why Q-TRACK?
It’s extremely easy to use, but why waste your time creating documents? Let the Q-TRACK
team get you started for FREE!
Send us an example document or process today and let us create them for you!
Alternatively use our templates to create your own, you can copy and edit a current form
for as many documents as you need.
Once created, simply use or share your digital documents by SMS, email link, embed links on
your website, add to your premises or menu, or display in your premises using the URL / or
each form’s unique QR code.
We recommend adding your logo to each form.

Can my form generate a QR code?
Yes, this is automatically generated by each form, please review the User Guide for the how
to.
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How easy is it to create a form?
It could not be any easier, Q-TRACK has been designed with usability in mind without any
need to understand any form of code or complicated software design packages.

How secure is my data with Q-TRACK?
Q-TRACK takes the security of your data extremely seriously. All form links are secure (SSL). Q-TRACK
is ICO registered and ensure full GDPR compliance. TLS 1.2/SSL Encryption and 256-Bit AES
Encryption.

Will the person receive an email with a copy of their
form once completed?
All form submissions receive confirmation emails, this does not at this stage share a copy of
their form.

Can I add logos/images into my forms?
You can add logos to your form requests. Images within responses is not yet possible, please
let us know if this is something that you would like to use.

Can I set an end date to my form?
Yes, you can simply change the date fields in the form set up. Simply go to the form, click
actions edit and then on the page enter dates available from and to.

